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ABSTRACT 

CURATORIAL MANIFESTO 

Donald Russell,, M.F.A. 

George Mason University, 2017 

Thesis Director: Dr. Suzanne Carbonneau 

 

This thesis documents the objectives of my research and curatorial projects exploring the 

relationship of contemporary art to social change. It describes the concepts and 

programmatic model of Provisions Library, a resource center on Arts and Social Change, 

of which I am the founding director; it documents recent curatorial projects including 

exhibitions, public art, and community engagement that have taken place during my 

graduate studies; and, finally, it outlines programmatic concepts and curatorial programs 

that would leverage visual arts as a signature learning model at George Mason University 

in the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

My practice as a contemporary art curator and organizer began in 1979 at the Visual 

Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York and continued at Washington Project for the 

Arts in Washington, DC. Throughout this twenty-year period, I was involved with 

hundreds of projects encompassing exhibitions, public art, and related public programs, 

but also extensive organizational, policy, and publication consultation with the National 

Endowment for the Arts, the Smithsonian Institution, and related arts groups.  

By the end of the 1990’s, these experiences yielded a broad understanding of the 

functions and purposes of the contemporary art world, as well as of its political 

controversies, institutional problems, and aesthetic limitations. While I had often been 

involved with projects and exhibitions involving social issues, such as the wars in Central 

America, Native American rights, AIDS, the Holocaust, and mass media, the desire to 

deepen my practice was frustrated by the boundaries of the art world’s historical 

structures and institutional models. To establish a broader social context within which to 

develop my curatorial practice, I started a new nonprofit organization called Provisions 

Library, in 2000, to more freely explore questions arising at the intersection of art and 

social change.  
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Provisions Library 
 

The primary concern that needed to be addressed in the formation of Provisions 

Library, an arts and social change research center, was to adopt a vision and mission that 

drew equally from the worlds of social change and the arts. Embedding both conceptions 

in Provisions’ vision and mission has a multiplying effect yielding more points of entry 

for inquiry and public impact—and allowing new and situational definitions of art to be 

explored. Having a mission that straddles these two worlds lays the groundwork for 

programs that can credibly range across both worlds to take advantage of their individual 

characteristics, interrelationships, and their hybrids. Provisions’ key conceptual driver 

and theory of change is the Meridians, thirty-three social change topics that represent 

relevant content arenas for all programming.  
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Figure 1. The Meridians of Provisions Library 

 

The Meridians provide a lens not only for selecting books and resources for the 

library, but a framework for iterating exhibitions, public art, workshops, lectures, 

screenings, residencies, and research. While the Meridians topics are listed separately for 

purposes of simple explication, it is from the multiple intersections and recombination of 

Meridians topics that an infinite variety of creative and unanticipated questions can arise. 

Such intersectional thinking is reinforced in the display shelving of the library, where 

books are housed not by Meridian, but alphabetically by author. This randomly 

distributes Meridians topics so that when browsing any given shelf, the viewer is being 

peripherally exposed to a cross-section of other social change Meridians. This throws the 
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browser’s mind into a specially curated environment that adds serendipitous connections 

and randomness to their research. This frisson defines Provisions’ core mission to 

stimulate the imagination of social change. 

The Meridians topics were chosen to particularly highlight areas of social actions 

that may be favorable to creative intervention. These topics are often inflected to make a 

particular Meridian more specific, such as Deliberative Democracy or Restorative Justice, 

and sometimes the same general topic is parsed into several areas, such as Gender and 

Identity, Feminisms, and Sexuality, or Natural Food and Nature Awareness. These 

categorizations, while grounded in real social epistemologies, are suggestive rather than 

prescriptive or authoritative. Social change is too often viewed solely through the lens of 

tactical activism that targets specific solutions or answers through legislation and law. 

The visions of change that Provisions seeks to inspire are those unexpected leaps that, 

because of art’s role in the development of human cognition and consciousness, can 

juxtapose and synthesize ideas that advance deep social change.  

The numerous complex challenges facing global societies, as reflected by the 

Meridians, range across social justice, identity, the environment, health, technology, and 

labor. As a curatorial context and tool, Provisions has permitted myself and numerous 

others, to seek holistic integration of social content for dissemination and display through 

art and its practice. The integrations of content and context that Provisions promotes shift 

away from from formal and stylistic concerns, to questions about expanding the realm of 

art content, locating art in the context of everyday life and innovating necessary art 

practices for social impact.  
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While located for ten years in Dupont Circle, Provisions relocated to Mason’s 

School of Art in 2012 where it is utilized as a learning tool and source of inspiration for 

students and faculty, as well as visiting artists, scholars, and activists. This new strategic 

partnership reaffirmed Provisions’ commitment to providing new mechanisms for 

creative social research. Provisions continues to be a primary resource for my curatorial 

practice and serves as a platform for Provisions’ projects such as exhibitions, public art, 

residencies, workshops, and related public programs both on and off campus. The 

flexible structure of Provisions is designed to be non-prescriptive, making its 

programming adaptable to a wide range of collaborators and connected to an informal 

network of international practitioners interested in using visual art to range across 

academic disciplines and social sectors.  
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Community-Engaged Project: Floating Lab Collective 
 

My approach to curatorial practice is often based on collaboration and partnership 

and in response to a specific time or place. In 2007, with artist Edgar Endress, I co-

founded Floating Lab Collective as an outreach program within Provisions that would 

explore ways of developing social change projects in a variety of community settings.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Collective White House, performance documentation 

 

 

The Collective White House, Floating Lab’s most elaborate and significant project 

was presented by the Museo de Antioquia’s MDE. Projects from eight neighborhoods 
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throughout Medellin were gathered and displayed in a ⅙-scale replica of the United 

States White House, constructed in the city’s central Botero Plaza. The project was 

grounded in processes that entailed careful listening and observation in a variety of urban 

settings and conditions; noticing features, anomalies, and correspondences; understanding 

key social and community issues through discussion and interaction with community 

organizers, curators, artists, government officials, academics, and people on the street; 

connecting with neighborhood collaborators; and finally, devising a highly public 

platform and spectacle for each of the various projects to showcase their results, be they 

in the form of an exhibition, a film, or an interactive performance.  

An important goal in this creative process is instilling the idea of social autonomy 

and agency. The experience of a city is extremely complex and governed by its physical 

layout and the ordering and manifesting of civic priorities. On the other hand, an 

individual's path of encounter and state of mind within that city presents an entirely 

different urban experience that is almost invisible using only the parameters of the polis. 

Moving from a focus on large social structures to one of personal affect is a key tenet of 

Floating Lab’s methods: emphasizing individual experience and empowerment, this 

affective path effects social change. This grassroots approach is particularly suited to 

working with artists as it defines their role in a project and their relationship to power. 

While the idea of placing an image of the US White House in the center of the city could 

have seemed offensive, given the history of US involvement in the drug wars, it was 

quickly perceived as an ironic gesture that invited participation.  
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Provisions Library Research Residencies  
 

To engage particular artists with Meridian-derived research topics I initiated 

Provisions’ Research Residency Program in 2013. Through an open call for proposals, 

the program brought twenty-six artists from around the United States to Washington to 

pursue their research practices. Selection of resident artists was based on the nature and 

content of their research practice, particularly on how their practices might engage with 

and benefit from resources embodied in Greater Washington’s archives, libraries, 

advocacy organizations, and legislative bodies. This curatorial framework aimed to 

support the development of artworks that could intervene and play with the symbolic 

power of Washington—to break up and find new approaches, not only to sacred national 

symbols, but to the making of challenging works of art. The Research Residency  

Program culminated in four online publications documenting resident projects, as 

follows (click titles to view publications):  

Research Residency: The Case for Space, April 2013 
 

The Case for Space assembled researchers Heidi Neilson (NY), Huong Ngo (NY), 

Cassie Thornton (CA), and Kate Chandler (DC) in Washington, DC to explore the ethos, 

aesthetics, and ecology of outer space, and to creatively consider the role that space 

programs play in cognitive and spiritual life, social consciousness, and political progress. 

It proposed such questions as: how does space on a macro and micro level serve as a 

ground for human identification, relationship, and reflection? How do space technologies, 

http://provisionslibrary.com/provisional_research/cfs_book_dg5.pdf
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tools, and tactics help us encounter new plateaus of the possible? Can the diversity of 

cosmic orders help us imagine constellations for change here at home?  

This residency reflected on how outer space has become increasingly less abstract, 

enlarging the potential of artistic speculation. Huong Ngo’s project on the fashioning of 

space suits connected her with curators at the National Air & Space Museum who gave 

her access to original space suits so she could understand their design and construction. 

With insights into these designs she went on to produce an experimental film called In 

the Shadow of the Future about the first Asian astronaut. Artist Heidi Nielson developed 

a proposal for a park in space. Cassie Thornton’s work on the contemporary economy of 

debt led to speculative discussion on sending the plague of debt into outer space. Kate 

Chandler investigated the ethics of unmanned aircraft.  

Research Residency: Parks & Passages, June 2012 
 

These projects aimed to explore adaptive reuse of abandoned infrastructure in 

Washington’s Dupont Underground and SpreePark an abandoned amusement park in 

former East Berlin. The emerging roles that artists play in urban development was 

counterbalanced by examinations of the particular histories of these sites. A resulting 

exhibition at the Goethe Institut documented all the projects and offered a series of talks 

that made recommendations for artist-driven projects in DC. The group included architect 

Pam Jordan, scholar Paul Farber, artist Edgar Endress and writer/artist James 

Huckenpahler. The four explored ruins and resurrected spaces in Berlin for ten days, 

followed by ten days of exploring public and abandoned spaces throughout DC. Each 

fellow was tasked with the idea of producing a final project on the theme of Parks & 

http://provisionslibrary.com/provisional_research/pp_book_dg7.pdf
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Passages, and expected to not only contribute their research to an exhibition at DC’s 

Goethe-Institut, but to share and engage in research marked by a hybrid of cultural 

diplomacy, Sebaldian wander, and a convivial public process. Following the Parks & 

Passages residency, an exhibition was mounted at the Goethe Institut Washington that 

displayed each of the project’s findings. 

Research Residency: Copy Rights, February 2013 
 

The Copy Rights Research Residency assembled four researchers—Greg Bloom 

(DC), Nate Larson (Baltimore), Anne Elizabeth Moore (Chicago), and Tim Schwartz 

(LA) in Washington DC to investigate individual and collective authorship in the digital 

age. The three-week residency invited creative and critical explorations of the ways in 

which reproduction and replication enable free expression, empower creative re-use, and 

mobilize social justice actions. The group considered the structure of mass digital 

communication systems, examined debates around media policy, and reflected on the 

future power of shared intellectual property. Their projects addressed the implications of 

universal access, digital connectivity, copyrights and patents, privacy, information 

regulation, and dissemination in this emerging field.  

Photographer Nate Larson led a field trip to the National Zoo to surveil the 

surveillance of the movements of caged animals. He also downloaded ten years of daily 

surveillance footage from atop the Netherlands Carillon to consolidate into a ten-minute 

video depicting the flow of time, weather, and DC’s changing skyline. Feminist activist 

and writer Anne Elizabeth Moore investigated wage and gender disparities in the 

http://provisionslibrary.com/provisional_research/copyrights_book_dg6.pdf
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alternative publishing world through new comics, a news article, and short film on the 

patent history of a ubiquitous and oft-overlooked cultural item—the sanitary napkin 

disposal bag. Media artist and conceptual sculptor, Tim Schwartz researched patent 

lineages and furthered his work reclaiming the individual’s capacity to access, take 

ownership of and re-distribute personal information from their Facebook accounts. Social 

theorist and DC activist Greg Bloom deepened his research on the Data Commons, an 

open-source wiki application intended to aggregate DC’s social service resources. These 

research projects set precedent for further collaborations and explorations, engaging over 

one hundred fifty DC community members in conversations about our shared digital 

future. 

Research Residency: Republic, October 2012 
 

Provisions assembled four artist-researchers in the capital to consider deliberative 

democracy, electoral politics, public transparency, and popular citizenship through 

creative research projects. Provisions Research Fellows reacted to the conditions of the 

election and the tenor of the times through projects that reflected on the architecture, 

geography, and politics of the District, using the city as a platform and stage for 

reflecting upon founding principles and possible revisions to the ideas of governance that 

inform our political context. Artist Robby Herbst built a Ladder of Participation based on 

Sherry Arnheim’s 1969 essay of the same name. Herbst composed eight individual 

wooden steps, precariously held together by various participants, one of whom performed 

the precarious climb. Fellow Siobhan Rigg created the DC SuperPac, a funding body 

http://provisionslibrary.com/provisional_research/republic_book_dg6.pdf
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intending to aggregate and distribute funds nationally in support of DC voting rights and 

statehood. Fellow Riah Buchanan held a Constitutional Re-convention based on Article 5 

of the US Constitution, which allows popular assembly to re-conceive and re-propose 

governmental reformations. Fellow Katie Hargrave investigated the Boundary Stones that 

marked the original diamond-shaped geography of the District of Columbia, and the 

geopolitics of the jagged piece of land subsequently retroceded to Virginia. 

 

Exhibition: Art as Research, September 2014 

 

 
Figure 3. Art as Research, exhibition installation 
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This exhibition was a capstone for Provisions’ Research Residency program and 

included a curated selection of artworks made by resident artists in the period subsequent 

to their residency. The goal of the exhibition was to demonstrate the untapped potential 

for the expression of research-based art practices. The forms of expression in the 

exhibition included three film projects: one on the anonymous architecture of 

conservative think tanks; one compiling ten-years of video surveillance footage 

overlooking the skyline of Washington, DC; and one about the first Asian astronaut. 

Other works included a series of radio programs on the nature of debt; an environmental 

archive compiling existing graphic material depicting Humboldt Bay in Northern 

California; a comic strip on labor practices in the clothing industry; a tapestry depicting 

Niagara Falls without water; a Jenga-styled sculpture based on the original boundary 

stones of DC; a tabletop video installation about how US prisoners in Vietnam were able 

to communicate on videos by blinking in Morse Code; a series of digital printouts 

showing how optical character readers fail—in many unintended ways—to accurately 

convey the graphical content of books; among other projects. 
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RECENT EXHIBITIONS, PUBLIC ART AND COMMUNITY 

ENGAGEMENT 

The following projects took place during the period of my M.F.A. studies and 

reflect the conceptual expansion of my curatorial framework within the context of a 

major research University. For this series of projects I was particularly interested in 

examining art as learning tool and art’s critical relationship to large social institutions. 

Through this process I sought to identify new approaches to artistic practice and how 

these practices could be incorporated into the curriculum of an art school. 
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Exhibition: Michael Rakowitz: The Invisible Enemy Should Not Exist, 
January, 2016 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Michael Rakowitz: The Invisible Enemy Should Not Exist, exhibition installation 

 

 

Michael Rakowitz’s ongoing project is a gestural restoration of ancient sculptures 

destroyed during and immediately following the US invasion of Baghdad. Working with 

the Director of the Baghdad Museum, Rakowitz obtained information and photographs 

detailing destroyed and looted works of art and undertook the accurate recreation of these 

objects using recycled Middle Eastern newspapers to make hand-painted papier-mâché 

replicas. He has organized workshop around the world to assist in this process. The 

exhibition selected thirty-five examples from among the 750 objects he has recreated to 

date. A special table was designed to display the sculptures, with a distinctive angle in the 

middle of the table echoing the angle of a turn in the main road into Babylon. The 

installation’s soundtrack featured the Baghdad Museum’s Director leading his heavy-

metal cover band in a rendition of Deep Purple’s Smoke on the Water. Through this 

work, Rakowitz offers an elegiac response to historical tragedy. 
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Figure 5. Michael Rakowitz: The Invisible Enemy Should Not Exist, exhibition installation detail 
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Exhibition: Natural Fact: Sculpture by Emilie Brzezinski, September, 
2016 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Emilie Brzezinski: Natural Fact, exhibition installation 

 

 

 

Emilie Brzezinski, is an eighty-five year old sculptor who has been working with 

large scale tree trunks as material for forty years. Her work does not simply use trees as a 

material but rather she “sees” the inner life of a tree and fashions her sculptures following 

those nonverbal cues. The character of the sculptures is always derived from the specific 

type of tree, the impact of the environment on its growth, and the artist’s creative 
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response to the tree’s elements. Her techniques and philosophy identify her as an 

environmental artist. Her early works, two of which were included in the exhibition, were 

made by making latex and resin castings of tree bark, objectifying the trees through 

directly transferred impressions. The shift she made to working directly with the trees 

was transformative; by excavating the tree itself she can discover what the tree is saying 

to her. Her art is especially confident about making the leap into a more spiritual practice.  
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Figure 7. Emilie Brzezinski: Natural Fact, exhibition installation 
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Figure 8. Emilie Brzezinski: Natural Fact, exhibition installation 
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Exhibition: Full Body: Sculpture by Doreen Garner, January, 2017 
 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Doreen Garner: Full Body, exhibition installation 

 

 

Doreen Garner is a thirty-year-old African-American sculptor and video artist 

working in glass, plastic, and latex materials. Her work is informed by research into the 

history of medical abuses resulting from racist research practices in science and 

medicine. Much of the exhibited work were inspired by her residency at the Mütter 

Museum, an historic museum of gross anatomy in Philadelphia. 

The sculptures appear as elaborate but unidentifiable body parts, both external and 

internal. Flesh and hair-like substances are bedecked with pearls and diamonds and 

encased in hand-blown glass. Many veer toward the obscene, but always retain their 
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metaphorical distance from actual body parts. In some sense this increased the shock 

value, especially as large videos of surgery and raunchy rap videos were projected on the 

gallery walls. Garner’s work also references a lengthy artistic tradition of examining the 

grotesque, which has historically granted artist’s freedom to look objectively at atrocious 

images and acts and in the process transmuting them into revelatory interpretations.  
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Figure 10. Doreen Garner: Full Body, exhibition installation detail 

 

 

During the exhibition I arranged for students in the School of Dance to use the 

exhibition as a space for experimenting with movements in relation to natural forms and 

to sculpture generally. Brzezinski’s interpretive approach to tree forms and movements 
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provided a point of departure resulting in both static poses and movements that 

reanimated the tree trunks.  
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Exhibition: RED!!!  Russian – American XXI c. Visions, February 2017 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Mark Kelner: RED!!!  Russian – American XXI c. Visions, exhibition installation 

 

This exhibition humorously explores the parallel nature of propaganda under both 

capitalism and communism, as historically embodied by the United States and the Soviet 

Union. Two émigré artists, Mark Kelner and Yevgeniy Fiks, compare advertising and 

sloganeering; the atom bomb and homosexuality; and the evolving contemporary 

relationship between the United States and Russia. 

The artworks seek to find the parallels underlying the ideological and diplomatic 

dance between these polar enemies by reaching a common ground of human experience 

to examine their foibles. This exhibition results in an unlikely confluence of the 

traditionally fatalistic Russian sense of humor with the exuberantly pop sensibility of 

American culture. 
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Figure 12. Yevgeniy Fiks: RED!!!  Russian – American XXI c. Visions exhibition installation 
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Public Art: Abstract Nationalism, October, 2014 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Pedro Lasch: Abstract Nationalism performance 

 

 

With artist Pedro Lasch, I proposed a museum intervention project for the Phillips 

Collection working with their curator, Vesela Sretenović. Lasch’s project consisted of 

two components, one a visual study of national flags and the other an auditory study of 

national anthems. The project had its premier at the Phillips Collection during the 

International Forum Weekend in Washington, and was attended by members of the 

diplomatic community. Lasch’s project aimed to falsify the distinguishing symbols that 

herald the sovereignty of nations. Using video to edit the imagery of the flags into an 

alphabetical sequence, Lasch then began dissolving the designs together, making a 

continuous array of symbols and colors. From this mashup he extracted a set of flags and 
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had them reproduced for use by a color guard (portrayed by the museum’s guards), which 

led ritual processions throughout the Museum’s modernist galleries. In the Phillips’ 

fabled music room, a live choral performance presented a mashup of national anthems 

derived by using organizational tactics similar to the presentation of the flags. 

The finished works led the audience on a meditation concerning the abstract 

structures of national identity, about the absurdity of making such distinctions, and about 

how artists are naturally inclined to challenge, reconfigure, and extrapolate such symbols. 

 

 
Figure 14. Pedro Lasch: Abstract Nationalism performance 
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Public Art: 5 x 5 Public Temporary Public Sculpture Initiative & Daylight 
Saving with Agustina Woodgate, November, 2014 

 

 
Figure 15. Agustina Woodgate: Daylight Saving 

 

 

I served twice on the curatorial selection panel for 5 x 5, a public art program of 

the DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, which commissioned a total of fifty 

temporary public art projects over a four-year period. While my role was supervisory of 

the total 5x5 program, I became involved as a consulting curator in realizing a project by 

Agustina Woodgate, called Daylight Saving. It consisted of an internet radio program 

broadcast live in a mobile studio from twenty-five locations across Washington, DC on 

the day of daylight saving. Woodgate’s research-based project examined the nature of 

time through a spectrum of discussions with artists, writers, musicians, scientists, and 
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scholars. My role was to help make conceptual recommendations on the topic of time and 

to connect Woodgate with individuals and organizations throughout the city. 

 

 
Figure 16. Agustina Woodgate: Daylight Saving, program notes 
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Community-Engaged Project: Route 29 Cultural Mapping Project, April, 
2016 - April 2017 
 

 

 

 
Figure 17. Cultivate Amherst VA, regional arts planning meeting 

 

 
Disruptive changes in global economics have had damaging cultural and 

demographic consequences in small cities and rural communities, including those in 

Central Virginia. As traditional industries relocate factories off-shore, local communities 

are seeking ways to distinguish themselves and adapt approaches to sustainable economic 

growth. By placing greater asset value on locality, such communities draw on inherent 

geographic, historical, and cultural attributes to build vibrant and resilient communities. 

Arts-based development, while not new in itself, is emerging not only by offering a less 

corporate and more community-determined approach but because the arts excel at 

including multiple vantage points and non-traditional voices in devising creative 

community-based knowledge and sustainable solutions. The project is in its research 
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phase, but has been instrumental in organizing several community summits that lay the 

groundwork for future collaborations. Partnerships are already forming from Fairfax 

down through Warrenton, Culpeper, Charlottesville, Amherst, Lynchburg, and 

Greensboro, NC, with additional locations in development. While the final goal of this 

project is still being researched, the assumption is that art projects would be the 

mechanism and impetus for community engagement and dialogue, and that projects 

would be activated all along the route in a variety of settings such as antique stores, 

motels, farms, recreation areas, natural and scenic features, cemeteries, historical sites 

and houses, schools, libraries, abandoned factories, and unique geological features. The 

goal is to generate dialogue, positive energy, and access to tools for community 

transformation. Activating social art projects at the neighborhood level will impart a 

sense of connected identities and alignment of purpose in support of economic 

sustainability along this historic highway.  

This integrative approach engages not only arts groups but a wide range of 

potentially creative projects including environmental remediation, adaptive reuse of 

public spaces, sustainable food gardening, maker spaces, local publishing, youth 

leadership, and craftsmanship. Through community and high school-based workshops, 

students will be engaged to participate in larger-scale projects that seek out and explore 

unique features of their respective communities. These workshops will be a means of 

developing questions and discovering issues and concerns facing a meaningful cross 

section of communities. Students will also be introduced to the potentials of GIS mapping 

techniques and information graphics in community development.  
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A key outcome of the research phase will be an online interactive cultural map of 

all collaboration sites along the route. Initially the site will be a repository for research 

but gradually it will transform into a guide for the area that invites visitors, and drive 

community investment, local self-reliance, and economic sustainability.  

Anchoring the southern end of the project is a partner organization called 

Elsewhere, which has converted a massive former thrift store into an experimental 

museum based on projects that utilize a half-century of discarded material culture for 

site-specific artist residency projects. Elsewhere is an signature example of how a 

mission-driven arts organization can transform its once blighted neighborhood into a 

thriving hub for creative culture. 
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Figure 18. Elsewhere: mind map detail 

 

 

Examples of potential project sites for projects in Lynchburg: 
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Figure 19. Signage for abandoned swimming pool in Lynchburg, VA 

 

A massive abandoned swimming pool in Lynchburg’s Riverside Park was built in 

the 19th century, but in 1961 was filled in rather than allow African Americans to use it. 
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Figure 20. The Anne Spencer house, interior detail 
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The historic home of Harlem Renaissance poet Anne Spencer is an intact house 

containing extensive archives not only of her poetical works but also a resource for the 

study of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The NAACP 

was developed in meetings that took place in the house. 
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Community-Engaged Project: Creative Time Summit, October, 2016 
 

 

 
Figure 21. Creative Time Summit, 2016 

 

Throughout 2016, I participated in the organization of the Creative Time Summit: 

Occupy the Future in DC at the Lincoln Theater, October 14-16. The Summit is the 

largest annual international gathering on social practice art. I served as the DC host for 

the event and was involved in overall program development, including thematic 

conceptualization and selection of speakers. I also programmed the third day of the event 

which focused on breakout sessions and workshops. 
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Community Engaged Project: Art and Sustainability Practices 
Workshop, September, 2016 - May, 2017 
 

 

 

 
Figure 22. Art and Sustainability panel discussion 

 

 

The field of public art has a long tradition, dating back to the 1960’s, of engaging 

in projects related to ecology. This has led to growth in opportunities for artists to 

collaborate with scientists, engineers, city planners, and others to integrate commissioned 

works of art into public works facilities, environmental remediation, and other civic 

projects. Climate change science has met considerable blowback in public policy arenas, 

as corporate interests have attempted to further public resistance to and denial of climate 

action. This workshop explored the growing urgency to develop more effective means of 

public communication through public art practices and environmental learning 

methodologies. Art’s capacity to integrate scientific data with site-specific projects offers 

an unparalleled opportunity for grassroots public engagement.  

Working with The City as Living Lab (CALL), public artist Mary Miss, and 

social ecologist Adrian Cerezo, I am helping to organize a series of public discussions on 
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the artist’s role in environmental education. Public panel discussions have been presented 

at the Creative Time Summit last Fall and at the Yale School of Forestry in January, and 

a third culminating event will offer a day-long workshop in DC on May 19th. Over fifty 

of the most prominent artists, scientists, city-planners, and funders will be in attendance 

to share experiences and help define the contents of a future publication on public art and 

environmental sustainability practices. 

 

 
Figure 23. Exhibition: Art and Sustainability 
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VISUAL FUTURES FOR GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 

Visual arts should play a leadership role in Mason’s learning environment, giving 

Mason a distinction in a rapidly changing field of international education. Curated 

displays of visual art and other collections—both outdoors and in galleries and hallways 

across campus—would create a distinctive sense of place, making Mason a regional 

cultural destination that enriches academics and leaves a lasting impression on the 

community and its visitors. A future university museum could provide a working hub and 

display space for cross-disciplinary projects, placing artists in collaboration with all 

academic disciplines and social sectors. A future Museum Studies program could 

integrate the University’s Art, Art History, Arts Management, and Social Practice 

programs, opening potential collaborations with Washington’s museum complex. Design 

thinking, visual literacy in the media age, information graphics, conflict transformation, 

and social art practices give artists a significant role in economic development and 

placemaking both in cities and rural communities. Visual arts reflects all cultures and 

offers unparalleled ways to express the experiences of the University’s diverse student 

populations. The following are specific ongoing projects that I am working on that could 

move the University toward realizing these goals: 
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Contemporary Mural Arts Festival, April, 2018 
 

 

 
Figure 24. Mural mock-up 

 

 

Working with a group of students, I have been initiating a program to site murals 

across campus. Drawing thematically on the broad concept of “walls,” the project seeks 

to both enliven the campus’s visual landscape but also provide insights into the human 

experience of walls.  
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DRAFT Call for Proposals: The relationship between human creativity and 

walls is ancient. Our oldest and longest-lasting art has been found carved into and painted 

on to cave walls. In Europe, the Berlin Wall was famous in part for the disparity between 

the messy, lively art on the western side and the blankness of the eastern side, and in the 

violence-shattered years of the Troubles in Northern Ireland, murals served (and still 

serve) as propaganda and memorials for those who died. Walls provide backdrops for our 

dramas, sanctuaries from our enemies, barriers between brothers, and canvasses for our 

imagination. Where walls go, art follows. This project seeks to further explore these 

connections and meanings, and to provide for the creation of high quality, artistically and 

politically relevant works of art.  

 

Vision: To create heightened personal participation in civic space and global 

connectivity, where local communities can participate in the transformative power and 

inspiring beauty of contemporary mural arts and to heighten awareness of the power of 

visual art to address social issues through public space.  

 

Mission: To make GMU’s Fairfax campus a regional destination for a 

contemporary mural arts festival. The festival will showcase artists from GMU’s students 

and faculty in conjunction with regional, national and international mural makers.  
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Concept: Student artists, in conjunction with professionals from the local and 

global community, will create seven murals on and with a variety of media - window 

treatments, video/projections, light/laser, traditional paint, and digitally printed wraps.  

 

Theme: Humans and their relationship with walls; art and its relationship with 

walls. 

Freedom & Learning Plaza, April, 2018 
 

 

 
Figure 25. Proposed site for Freedom and Learning Plaza 
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Working in collaboration with a donor, I have developed a call for proposals for a 

major, permanent public art project sited in front of Merten Hall, the University's main 

administration building. The theme of the project reflects on the University’s motto: 

“Freedom and Learning.”  

 

Draft Call for Proposals - Freedom and Learning Plaza A Permanent Public 

Artwork for George Mason University, Fairfax, VA  

 

The Freedom and Learning Plaza on George Mason University’s Fairfax, VA 

campus will feature a permanent public artwork that reflects on the progress of freedom 

in the United States and particularly the expanded potentials of freedom through 

learning—as embodied in Mason’s motto: “Freedom and Learning.” The finished plaza 

will serve as a destination and intellectual signature throughout the year and as a focal 

point for annual events that extend the artwork’s relevance and impact into the future.  

 

This moment calls for questioning, reinvention, and rejuvenation of the meaning 

of freedom as exemplified in the founding documents of the United States. The Freedom 

and Learning Plaza will offer an opportunity to reflect on past struggles against 

oppression, hypocrisy, and hate, as well as envision new narratives for freedom and equal 

rights in the United States and beyond.  
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The dynamic range of religious, social, political, cultural, sexual and scientific 

movements that have manifested freedom are fitting touchstones for this project. The 

Plaza will demonstrate the innate creative freedom of individuals to shape their lives as 

well as their responsibilities as citizens to share the commons of freedom with others. 

The Freedom and Learning Plaza is a place that will inspire students to transform their 

personal heritage and experiences into globally-informed citizenship, and to understand 

the abundance of freedom as a source of meaning in their daily lives. This project aims to 

acknowledge the capacity for transformation that freedom brings to the challenges of 

globalization and technology.  

 

The final project will stand as a persistent call to all citizens, and universally 

across international borders, to rekindle and expand the dreams of the Declaration of 

Independence, the Constitution, and other founding texts related to emancipation, 

abolition, suffrage, civil rights, and antiwar movements.  

 

As a permanent art installation, it will serve as a steadfast reminder of both the 

power and vulnerability of freedom. It will engage and inspire present and future students 

and faculty to demonstrate the imperative for every generation to engage in an ongoing 

experiment in the imagination of freedom, and to protect common freedoms, at all times 

and at all costs. The final artwork is intended to be accessible, distinctive, inspiring, 

interactive, inclusive and memorable. It may be complex or simple, philosophical or do-
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it-yourself. It should possess a quickness of thought that inspires conversation and a new 

format for freedom’s narrative.  

 

Freedom and Learning Plaza Programming: The Freedom and Learning Plaza will 

become an annual platform for vital thematic programs relevant to all aspects of freedom, 

featuring exhibits, performances, readings, screenings, symposia, etc. Themes will be 

consistent with “Freedom and Learning”; e.g. freedom of speech or other Bill of Rights 

topics, additional aspects of the “American Dream,” international freedom efforts, etc.  

 

Location: The Freedom and Learning Plaza will create a signature entrance to 

and destination for Mason’s Fairfax campus and will be located in front of Alan and Sally 

Merten Hall, the University’s central administration building. George Mason University 

was founded in 1972, and has grown to be Virginia’s largest university serving 35,000 

students. In February, 2016 Mason was designated a Research I university, making in one 

of only 115 such institutions in the United States. Mason has one of the most diverse and 

international student bodies in the United States. (PDF of campus profile and history). 

Mason’s Fairfax campus is 20 miles west of Washington, DC, fostering access to 

unparalleled global resources and learning opportunities. Mason aims to be the best 

university for the world. A detailed history of the University can be accessed here.  

 

Details/Guidelines: This call for concept proposals is open to everyone across all 

disciplines: artists, architects, designers, and the general public. The winning entry should 
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be thoughtful, provocative, witty, and realizable within the boundaries of budget, time-

frame, and the physical site. Artists are invited to submit concept proposals with the 

winning proposal receiving $10,000, with four merit prizes of $5,000 each. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 
Figure 26. Fenwick A Building, 1967 

 

My curatorial practice has its roots in my studies as a photographer at the Visual 

Studies Workshop in the late 1970’s. The sequencing of photographic artists’ books gave 

me an understanding of the semiotics of visual language that led to my work in the then-

emerging field of artists’ books. Organizing the conference Options in Independent Art 

Publishing in 1979 connected me with international artists, and the publishing and 
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curatorial community that laid the groundwork for the subsequent opening of a bookstore 

of artists’ publications, called Bookworks, at Washington Project for the Arts in 

Washington, DC. Bookworks gave me the formative opportunity to experiment with the 

display of books and magazines using a combination of various criteria—topic, artist, 

genre, movement, geography, color, size and other design elements. Through this process 

I developed multiple ways to consider and contextualize content from artists movements 

across conceptual art, video art, and installation art. The context of a bookstore allowed 

me to interact not only with artists, publishers, and galleries and museums, but with the 

contemporary art-interested public.  

These experiences established for me that the art world was more than the white 

walls of a gallery or museum, and that the post-Vietnam era of radical institutional re-

visioning had yielded new alternative organizations in which the organization itself 

became a type of art project that could respond with new criteria and values. The history 

of these pivotal organizations was the basis for my development of Provisions Library as 

a conceptual project that could look at the relationship of art and social change. 

Provisions’ strong vision and mission has allowed it to be multiple organizations—at 

once a library, a nexus for exhibitions, public art and research residencies, and more 

recently an educational program within a major university. Its structure is ideal for 

mining the intersections of different university interests and disciplines. 

While I feel no present need to claim that my curatorial practice is an art form, it 

is my operating belief that art is a process of transformation that is ultimately validated 

by viewers. My belief is that art manifests a human capacity to mutate the nature of 
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borders through a course of research and interrogation of both known and unknown 

factors—and its is my focus on potential future directions and opportunities that have 

always been the chief driver for my creative curatorial work. I have focused intently on 

the creative research processes of artists; on understanding how artists choose to formally 

address specific contents in their work; on how artists choose specific public contexts for 

their artwork; and on the social meanings, impacts and changes that such artworks seek to 

affect. I have certainly been a close collaborator and producer with artists that I have 

worked with, adding substantively to their finished works at various stages, though not 

necessarily to the extent that I would wish to claim primary authorship. If I am an 

artist/curator, then it is a close collaborative relationship with artists that I feel most 

confident in pursuing. Based on the abbreviated review of my activities detailed in this 

thesis, the reader can draw their own conclusions about whether my work constitutes 

art—and whether that art is good. Questions about my artist-as-curator practices are, for 

the present, a matter of debate, but I would venture to say that the very futures that my 

work addresses will one day become common practice as institutional and social 

frameworks accord such curatorial output as having a status that contemporary artists 

currently enjoy.  

I believe that new art forms (performance, video installations, publishing, 

participatory, public and multi-disciplinary projects) necessitate new types of social and 

organizational contexts—that institutions need to be more provisional in order to respond 

these constantly changing new forms. They can do this by discretely focusing on 

investigation, research, and development of multiple futures, rather than on 
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interpretations of a sedentary past. The context of my practice involves the acquisition of 

a broad knowledge of the evolution of contemporary art practices and their potential for 

profound impact on the social issues of the day. There is integrity in participatory art 

practices that involve communities in the investigation and co-creation of innovative 

approaches to complex societal challenges. 

During the period of my thesis studies I focused on three areas: the nature of art as 

a form of research and how this research is translated into a public action by artists 

through their specific media, including their institutional frameworks they use to reach 

the public; a series of three sculpture exhibitions that responded to the impacts of state 

violence on people; and an in-depth investigation of how relevant practices of 

contemporary artists can be leveraged into the learning environment of public higher 

education. 

Art as a form of research activates a responsive relationship between 

contemporary art practice and more traditional forms of scientific and academic research. 

Working with Pedro Lasch in a project at the Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C., I 

investigated how his critique of national identity was activated within a museum 

dedicated, in large part, to the illustration of Modern art’s response to formal abstraction. 

This project succeeded in extending the Phillip Collection’s unique and carefully 

cultivated heritage beyond the traditions of painting, by means of conceptual art, as 

expressed through the musical performance of national anthems and a color guard 

processional of flags, as a means of dialogue about the symbols of nationalism. With 

Agustina Woodgate’s mobile radio project I wanted to investigate how an artist 
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approaches a very broad concept like time, and how the public presentation of the project 

used the medium of internet-enable broadcast and the format of a talk show. The project 

was a logistics-driven durational performance, a three-dimensional collage of 

perspectives about the complex nature and implications of time.  

While much of my work has focused on movement away from traditional forms 

of the display of art, I wanted to engage in topic-driven exhibitions within a traditional 

gallery setting. Further, I was interested in the necessity of experiencing the medium of 

sculpture in person, i.e. in physical reality, as opposed to two-dimensional art, which is 

more recognizably distributed in digital form. The first exhibition, featuring Michael 

Rakowitz, was the end product of an ongoing, durational, and participatory performance 

project to make replicas of lost artifacts of ancient Middle Eastern culture. The tragedy of 

these lost objects acted as a symbol for the loss of human life in a geopolitical conflict, 

making the reconstruction of the artifacts both an act of stewardship and atonement. 

Rather than a literal depiction of destruction that might yield feelings of sympathy, 

Rakowitz’s project is an attempt to empower and reinvigorate deep cultural values 

embedded in history but which, through creative and generate action, can constructively 

lead us forward. For Emilie Brzezinski’s exhibition I wanted to investigate large-scale 

sculpture and its potential to transform gallery space. I was also interested in how 

Brzezinski’s work evolved from the Modernist approach of her early work to a more 

conceptual approach that better conveys her statement against environmental degradation. 

Again, as with Rakowitz, Brzezinski has chosen to reveal her message through the 

process of her work rather than through mere illustration. While clearly acting in an 
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authorial way by carving into the tree trunks, Brzezinski’s strategy is not to fashion a new 

object, but to excavate and uncover hidden elements of the tree’s energetic life force. The 

experience of the work reveals the tree itself, through the actions of the artist. While 

specific negative impacts of the environment are not blatantly displayed, the work 

empathetically engages the viewer with the tree as an environmental indicator. The third 

exhibition, featuring sculpture by Doreen Garner, engaged the historic racism of 

scientific and medical research practices. Garner’s artwork takes the form of blown-glass 

objects based on her imagination of diseased human organs. Garner approaches the 

systematic exploitation of African Americans subjected to cruel and unethical medical 

experimentation through the use of grotesque imagery; but through her choice of 

materials of her work, she transforms them into exquisite objects of beauty. Taken as a 

series, these three traditionally conceived exhibitions demonstrate the power of artworks 

to bring audiences into a contemplative dialogue with ideas as disturbing as cultural 

genocide, environmental degradation, and abuses in the practice of science. Key to all of 

these exhibitions is the power of art to transform tragic narratives, to reorganize 

knowledge into experience and to propel actions of personal responsibility in the context 

of society. 

The transfer of Provisions Library to George Mason University marked the 

beginning of my investigation into the impact contemporary art could have on the 

learning environment and on the curricular processes of an institution of higher 

education. This effort asks ongoing questions about the nature of human creativity and 

seeks to utilize art as a territory for learning across all academic disciplines as well as to 
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investigate its potential roles as a form of discourse and mediation across multiple social 

sectors. With these goals in mind, I have engaged professors and students from a variety 

of disciplines such as geographic information systems, mathematics, educational 

psychology, conflict resolution, climate change communication, political propaganda, 

philosophy, physics, engineering and well-being. These interactions have uncovered rich 

potential for a more elaborated program for visual arts that would activate learning 

through a research-based model. While the early engagement of students in research has 

been increasingly accepted as a valuable learning practice, the addition of art as a creative 

process and means of communication has the potential to make the achievements of a 

university more accessible and sought-out, and valued by society. Art projects can 

implement ideas generated in the academy in the context of daily life, making these 

achievements more useful to society. Participating in the Provost’s Learning 

Environment Group I have been involved with planning and implementing MIX (Mason 

Innovation Exchange), an open access maker space that will be located for several years 

in the abandoned Fenwick Library A building for several years in preparation for a the 

reconstruction of Robinson Hall, which will contain a purpose-built maker space. Since 

the maker movement—a blend of creativity, engineering, craft, and entrepreneurship—

asks many of the same questions I have been exploring with Provisions Library, I have 

been instrumental in modeling projects that will become central to the ethos of the MIX, 

in particular demonstrating how the arts can serve to bridge the humanities into contexts 

of innovation that are too often dominated by scientific invention and business 

entrepreneurship. I want to breakdown the distinctions between disciplines and assure 
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that works of art can provide an effective form of community engagement across the 

disciplines. 

As evidenced by this thesis, my curatorial practice has evolved to embrace the 

creative potential presented by a major Research I university, and how the visual arts, as 

a vital field for cross-disciplinary learning, might shape the future of higher education. 

Art as a form of learning is a nascent international movement and I am dedicated to 

making George Mason University a proving ground for this transformative exploration.  
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